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Find A Way 
By Makayla H. Delaney S. 
 

  This assembly was very 
motivational. Brad Hurtig told his 
story in a way that made it seem like 
it was not something to hide but 
something to learn from. He told his 
story about how he lost his arms 
while working with a car press. He 
later on told us exactly what 
happened to him. Brad tried to fix a 
piece that was misplaced but didn’t 
know that his friend had already 
pressed the button. When Brad 
looked down at his arms, they were 
damaged and would never be the 
same. Brad’s first thought was not 
that he was not going to have arms 
anymore but that he was not going to 
be a normal person.  

The last thing Brad heard was 
someone screaming. He didn’t know 
exactly why someone screamed at 
that moment. Brad knew his life was 
going to change for the rest of his life 
but that didn’t give him an excuse to 
do what he thought could be his 
future playing football. Brad played 
middle linebacker on defense and  

broke his school record for the most 
tackles in a single season,  but it was not 
quite right after that he thought he could 
play football in fact when this accident 
happened he kept shouting “I’m never 
going to play sports again.”He didn’t think 
anything was possible. Later on in his 
story he finds a way to do all of these 
things he thought he could do anymore. 
One inspirational thing that Brad said is to 
always Find a way and never give up.  

 
 

The Story Of Brad Hurtig 
By Olivia M. and Gavin G.  

     Brad Hurtig is a man who lost both 
of his hands in an accident. This accident 
has changed his life. When Brad was 
young he played sports and was very 
athletic. Brad played football, baseball, 
and basketball. Although after the accident 
he only played football. One night Brad 
and his friends went to his work and it 
was going smoothly for a while. They were 
just putting metal scraps under a machine 
that weighed 500 tons. Brad noticed that a 
piece of metal under the machine was not 
right, so he tried to fix it. There was a 
safety line that when someone would go 
past it the machine would shut off, but 
Brad was a little too 

 
close to the machine to where it 
could not register Brad was there. 
Brad had not noticed that his 
friend had turned on the machine 
when brad had both of his hands 
under it. The machine came down 
on Brad's hands and that would 
change his life. He had not noticed 
how severe the injuries were until 
his boss and friends had reacted. 
His hands were gone, his first 
reaction was that his life would 
change. He was rushed to the 
hospital and the only thing he was 
thinking about was never being 
able to play sports again. After 
only a short amount of time, he 
was to a bigger hospital with 
better resources. And there he 
stayed for a total of eleven days, 
and he was in and out of surgeries 
throughout that time. Then before 
Brad had left the hospital his coach 
came to visit and encouraged Brad 
to find a way to get through this 
tough time. His coach taught him 
that instead of finding an excuse, 
he should find a way to deal with 
his problems. And then eventually 
Brad had become a great football 
player and his coach was a great 
supporter and motivator. 
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Find a Way - An 
Interview with Dr. Paolo 
By Hunter B. 
 
                Dr. Paolo let me interview 
him. I asked Dr. Paolo how he felt 
when Brad Hurtig said he put his arms 
under the compressor. According to Dr. 
Paolo, he said he cringed and wondered 
how he would feel if it was him instead 
of Brad? Dr. Paolo said Brad was 
brave, but deep down he thought that 
he wouldn’t be a great football player 
anymore without arms. Dr. Paolo also 
said he thinks Brad’s prosthetic arms 
helped some of his recovery possible. It 
was the people who challenged Brad to 
do his best in spite of his injuries that 
made the most impact. 

Dr. Paolo said he is proud of 
Brad to go out every time even though 
he missed the field goal but the fourth 
time he made it. I could agree with Dr. 
Paolo but he has more thoughts and 
feelings than I do. Find A Way is a 
really good book I really suggest you 
ladies and gentlemen to read the book. 
If you want me to interview you or you 
want to be put in our schools 
newspaper you can contact me at 
24bruceh@fhevs.org. 
 

 
Dr. Paolo pictured above with 8th 
grade student Hunter B. 
 
 

 

Chromebooks - Is Taking 
them home good or bad? 
By Spencer B.  
 
       This year the school is letting us bring 
our Chromebooks home. Is this good or bad? 
The good thing is when we are sick we can 
do our school work at home. The school 
gave us cases for our Chromebooks so that 
way it is somewhat protected. Inside the 
case, we were given a strap to wear on our 
shoulders. We were also given another strap 
so we can hook the Chromebook to the top 
of the case. We were also given the 
Chromebook charger to take home. 
        The bad thing is that we have to bring 
the Chromebook back every day from 
Monday through Friday except on vacation. 
We have to charge our Chromebooks every 
night for the next day. Some of the websites 
are blocked but some of those are for 
research for school projects. If you forget 
your Chromebook, you will have to find a 
way to do your work differently. The 
Chromebooks need better security because 
people can take it and use it to get your 
Chromebook taken away. 
      Some additional stuff for the 
Chromebooks that would make your life a 
little easier is to use a pouch to hold your 
computer mouse or your Chromebook 
charger or a book. What I would recommend 
is you keep your computer charger in there 
so that way if it dies or is close to dying you 
can charge it. The case has two zippers for if 
one gets stuck or if it breaks. The case also 
has a design of the Fairport Skipper's anchor 
in the middle of the case. What do you think 
about the Chromebooks? Is it good or bad 
that we get to bring them home? The Chrome 
books also have some apps like the canvas 
app, which is an app about art. The camera 
app is good for videos for some school 
projects. The Chromebooks are great to do 
homework at home so you don't have to do it 
at school. I interviewed 12 people and they 
said that they were happy to bring home their 
Chromebooks.  

 
A chromebook case - every student, grades 
6-12 received one this year. 

 

Past Theater - what's 
to come in the Future 
By Bailey D. 
  
           Theater is a big part of 
Fairport, we have one fall 
production and one spring musical 
yearly. Some productions we have 
had throughout the years are 
Mamma Mia, The Odd Couple, 
Addams Family, Steel Magnolias, 
and The Little Mermaid. These 
shows are run by Johnathan Luster 
who is the middle school 
intervention specialist. He has also 
been in a few musicals throughout 
his career. Behind the scenes 
everyone works hard up until the 
last minute. 
         This year's fall production is A 
Christmas Carol coming out on 
November 22 @ 7:30 November 23 
@ 2:00 and 7:30, and November 24 
@2:00  and the upcoming spring 
musical is Freaky Friday comes out 
on March 13 @ 7:30, March 14 
@7:30 and March 15 @2:00.  
          If you would like to audition 
come to school on September 9th 
from 3:30-5:30 and September 
10th from 3:30-5:30 you will need 
1 minute song you will also need a 
short scene from a movie or show.  
           Callbacks will be on 
September 11 from 3:30-5:30 pm 
by invitation only. These are some 
great shows and everyone here is 
very excited about the future for 
drama. See Mr. Luster form more 
questions  
  

 

Above: Cast and Crew of Addams family.  
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SKIPPER  
Junior High Volleyball  
By Kali B., Jianna J., Yariana P 
 
       On Wednesday, August 21st we 
had a volleyball game and we played 3 
sets. The scores were 25-10 first set we 
lost  25-21 we won the second set 
25-20 we lost for 8th grade. For 7th 
grade they played 2 sets 25-20 first set 
25-14 second set.  
     During the 8th grade game we found 
out we were playing the 7th grade team 
I am glad we only played one set 
because if not we would not be able to 
play the 8th grade game. We had to put 
the 8th graders out than they played the 
rest of the game. So during the 8th 
grade game some people could only 
play 2 sets because we can only play 3 
sets per day. 
      The game was just a disaster due to 
the mix up on the court. We almost 
won, and the girls tried their hardest at 
the game. On Monday 8-26-19 we 
played Richmond Heights and the score 
was 25-23 first set which we lost and 
25-22 second set which we won and in 
the 25-16 third set, we won the game. 
They only had an 8th grade team. All 
of the girls played really good. Good 
job 8th and 7th grade volleyball.  
       On Wednesday August 28 We 
played Brooklyn we won 25-21 in the 
1st set. For the second set it was 25-23 
and we won! 7th grade lost 25-9 and 
25-18. The whole team tried their 
hardest.  

  
All Skipper athletic schedules are 
available at www.fhevs.org and 
www.arbiterlive.com  
 

SPORTS 
Junior High Football 2019 
By Michael H., Trystan D., Josh P. 
 
       The Junior High football team had a 
scrimmage this Tuesday against Grand 
Valley. Starting tight end Josh Parsons, 
predicted the Skippers would beat Grand 
Valley 21-14. The Skippers will be playing 6 
games this season. Maverick Piotrowski says 
they will win 4 games, James Gadomski 
predicts they will go 5-1, and  Josh Parsons 
predicted they will have 3 wins, and he will 
have 200 all-purpose yards this season. The 
scrimmage ended up only being one 8 
minute quarter. The Skippers won 8-0 off a 
run from Maverick Piotrowski and fumble 
recoveries from Colin Lafaye and Michael 
Hess, as well as a forced fumble from Josh 
Parsons. Their first game is at home against 
the Cardinal Huskies on Wednesday, 
September 4th. 

Varsity Football 2019 
By Michael H. Trystan D. Josh P. 
 
     Varsity Skippers have their first game 
against Newbury on the 30th. They are ready 
for a great season. We interviewed Coach 
Andersen. When asked what he thinks the 
players will do under pressure, he said they 
will “Rise to the occasion.” He said their 
regular season will be “All wins” and they 
will take the playoffs “One game at a time.” 
Coach Ruff, the head coach, said that he is 
excited for this season and he is especially 
proud of what his team has become. Good 
teammates, dedicated people, and hard 
workers. We are all looking forward to 
another great year for football in Harding 
High school. Go Skippers! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NEWS 
Football interview 
with Mr. Andersen  
By Hunter C., James G., and Cayden 
D. 
 
      We interviewed Mr. Andersen 
to ask about how he’s feeling about 
the next game and what matters to 
him on football and more! First, we 
asked him what are his 
expectations for this year's football 
team. He said, “Every game I 
expect 100% effort from my 
players.” We also asked him what 
he thought the score will be next 
Friday. He responded, “I don’t 
know, but I know we will be on the 
upside of things.”  
        Mr. Andersen loves all of his 
players and thinks they all are 
great at what they do but he said, 
“The best leaders are the senior 
class and they all are great 
players.” 
        Mr. Andersen has coached two 
different teams but he said: 
“Fairport Harding High School 
Skippers is his overall favorite.” 
We also asked if any other school 
offered him a job to Coach another 
team but he said,  “No I would not 
because he loves how the Skippers 
play and how much effort they put 
in.” Lastly, we asked how many 
years he had coached for and he 
said, “ I have been coaching for 6 
years and I love it.'' That’s the 
answers he gave us for the 
interview we did with Coach 
Andersen.   

 
Above: Mr. Andersen 

 
 
 

http://www.fhevs.org/
http://www.arbiterlive.com/
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Minecraft’s 1.14 update  
By Leonard C. 

Minecraft has been out for 10 
years now and they gave us the 1.14 
update the Pillage and Village update. 
That gave us some new mobs like 
Pillagers, Ravagers, Ravager Jockey, 
Wandering Traders, Pandas, Foxes and 
Cats. We also got new blocks like 
Bamboo, Barrels, Bells, Blast furnaces, 
Campfires, Cartography tables, 
Compster, Fletching table, Flowers, 
Grindstones, Jigsaw blocks(Obtainable 
in survival or the creative inventory 
only way to obtained by commands), 
Lanterns, Lecterns, Looms, 
Scaffolding, Smithing tables, Smokers, 
Stonecutters, Sweet berry bushes. We 
got some new Items Beetroot 
soup,Totem of undying. Also we got 
new world generation Bamboo forest, 
Pillager outpost and snowy tundra 
villages. Some new biomes like 
Deserts, Savannah,Taiga, snowy taiga, 
mountain taiga. Foxes spawn in taiga 
and are untamed but able to lead them. 
Cats spawn by villages and are 
tameable and able to lead. Pandas 
spawn in bamboo forest and are not 
tameable or leadable but will follow if 
the player has bamboo in his or her 
hand. Campfires allow you to cook raw 
meat on them. Scaffolding is a new 
block that is good for building and it's 
easy to make. That is all for the Pillage 
and Village update. 
Minecraft Facts 
By Miles M. 
Minecraft is a block game that is 
basically a sandbox. Minecraft was 
released on May 17, 2009, then two 
years later it got released on Pc. The 
first version of Minecraft was created 
in just six days and that is kind of 
cool. Minecraft was inspired by 
several other games and that is just 
sad. Some of the mobs in the game 
was just some coding error then they 
fixed it. I would recommend it too 
young kids.

 

Skyrim 
By Jayden S. 
Skyrim is an open world game made in 
2011 by Bethesda Studios. There are 
hundreds of quest to do And locations to 
explore.  You can also purchase 3 DLC’s or 
other versions of the game. The name of 
the three DlC’s are Dawnguard, 
Dragonborn, and Hearthfire. The dragons 
are rising and you dragonborn have to 
defeat Alduin the world eater. Overall 
Skyrim is a great game and I highly 
recommend you try it out. 

 
PLP 
By Angela, Madisen, and Audrey 
 

This year the eighth grade at 
Fairport Harding High School is trying 
something new. We are doing something 
called personalized learning cohort. It was 
created to help students use their learning 
time for their own personal advantages. It 
happens in the afternoon for about the rest of 
the day. Band students leave PLP early to go 
to their own class. PLP offers a chance for 
students to combine subjects like social 
studies and English language arts. The 
teachers who run personalized learning are 
Mrs. Knight, Mr. Andersen, and Mr. Ruff. 
Mrs. Polak is the director of the program 
now that she is at Harding High. PLP is very 
similar to international baccalaureate because 
it inspires students to try out different 
learning methods. The program relies on the 
foundation of flexible teaching. Students are 
to exercise voice of choice and learning in 
this program. Students can work at their own 
pace since it is priorly independent work 
they’re doing. Students can ask for help from 
the teacher they’re with and have 
assignments from all three teachers. Our first 
projects were about the book Find A Way. It 
was assigned from Mr. Ruff. The 
personalized learning cohort is a great way 
for students to expand their individuality in 
school. 

 
 

Endangered Species 
By Olivia M. 
  
     All around the world are 
endangered species. There needs to 
be an end to animal endangerment 
and extinction. The definition of 
endangered is to be threatened with 
danger. Sadly animals in the wild are 
becoming endangered or extinct. 
One thing about extinction is if one 
species dies then a whole ecosystem 
of species would be affected by it. 
Another fact about the effects of 
endangered species is climate 
change. Climate change is making it 
warmer in very cold places. For 
example, the polar bears need 
protection from the newfound heat. 
Some things humans do destroy 
wildlife. For example, pollution 
creates a sulfur dioxide substance 
which is not healthy for any living 
being. About 42% of endangered 
species are threatened by non-native 
species. These non-native species 
cause a problem because they might 
compete for food and their habitat. A 
list of animals that are endangered 
and threatened to be extinct are as 
follows; Panda bears, tigers, Amur 
leopards, black rhino scientific name 
Diceros bicornis, and more.  
 
    Things people can do to prevent 
the extinction of endangered 
species 

 
     We can teach 
each other how 
our choices 
affect the 
environment. 
We can also 

recycle and use products that damage 
as little of the earth as possible. 
Pollution is also a very big problem 
for the endangered species and also 
us as people. Reduce, reuse, and 
recycle; we all need to actually 
practice this instead of just saying it. 
During people’s free time they 
should think about the environment 
and giving our earth a longer life. 
Our world is the only one and we 
need to save it. 
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World News  
By Gavin G., Kali H., Olivia A. 

Animals that are near 
extinction! 
          Tigers are on the edge of 
extinction. There are only 3,500 
remaining in the wild worldwide. We 
can help save the tigers by 1.) 
protecting them and their habitats 2.) 
Promote tiger friendly policies and 
more. Tigers are now on the “Red List 
Of Threatened Species” Published by 
the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN). The 
tigers are going extinct because of 
illegal hunting only for their pelts, 
meat, and body parts, as well as Habitat 
loss.  

 

         But there are more than just tigers 
Going extinct. The Olive Ridley Sea 
Turtle is also a Vulnerable species, 
They are the second smallest and most 
abundant of all sea turtles they are 
found in warm and tropical waters. 
These sea turtles are under the 
protection of the  Endangered Species 
Act (ESA). The breeding colony on the 
pacific coast of Mexico is listed as 
endangered, all other Olive Ridley Sea 
Turtles are listed as threatened. 

 
            We can help the turtles by 1.) 
carry reusable water bottles and 
reusable grocery bags 2.) Stop littering 
or throwing garbage in the ocean. 

The Amazon Fires 
By Gavin G. 
 In other news, the Amazon Rainforest is on 
fire. “It’s an international crisis,”  says 
Emmanuel Macron, the President of France. 
The trees in the Amazon Rainforest are 
burning down which can affect us in many 
ways. If the Rainforest loses too many trees 
it will be devastating. It is believed that the 
cause of the fires was human 
 activity possibly smoking or arson, and 
natural drought according to NASA. We can 
only wait and see how it will affect us.

 

Book Of the week  
By Olivia A.  
 A new book was released called “A Treason 
Of Thorns” By Laura E. Weymouth. This 
book is a  Dark, Utterly Unique, Gripping, 
historical fantasy. This book has 352 pages, 
About book: Violet has been spending the 
last seven years in exile, trying to find her 
way back to Burleigh House in England, that 
house is one of the six best houses in 
England and Burleigh's magic is the only 
thing that keeps the Countryside and Violet 
happy.  
It Chapter Two 
By Ryan C. 
IT Chapter Two is a 
sequel to It. It is based 
on a book written by 
Stephen King. It is 
about a clown named 
Pennywise a 
terrorizer to the town 
named Derry and the 
kids who live there. 
Also, these kids who 
are in the losers club came back as adults 
to try defeat PennyWise. But defeating 
Pennywise is a challenge because 
Pennywise can shapeshift, manipulate, 
and be undetected by adults. The reason 
you should watch this movie is that it’s a 
great horror movie and if you enjoy horror 
movies you might like It Two is coming 
out on September 6, 2019. 

Entertainment 
Upcoming movies 
  

The Joker 
By Robbie M. 
Arthur Fleck, 
walking the 
streets of 
Gotham. As an 
entertainer 
ignored by 
society. Then 
changed into a 
criminal known as The Joker, Joker 
will come out on October 4, 2019. 
The film is written by Warner bros. 
They plan to make a sequel 
sometime after Joker comes out. 
They are planning to make 5 
million dollars on the film. I think 
you should see it because this new 
film looks good. 
 

Gemini Man 
By Alex L. 
  
         The movie Gemini Man stars 
Will Smith as the elite assassin 
Henry Brogan. Henry was sent to 
kill a man, which is a hard task 
because he can seemingly know 
his every move, little did he know 
he was him, a younger cloned 
version named Junior. “Gemini 
Man (Film).” Henry must find how 
and why Junior was created by his 
Clay Harris, his boss. Gemini Man 
will come out on October  11, 
2019. I highly recommend this 
movie and the other two as well. 
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Do you want your school or community event to be featured in our Skipper Sketches? Please contact an 8th grade student at FHS. 
 

                                The Back Page 
 The first football game is this week on August 30th - we play 
Newbury! On Friday, we can wear all black to support the team. It is 
called a “black out.” Tickets are $6.00 to get in. This week the 
eighth graders will be going to Camp Whitewood on Friday. We will 
be doing some fun things like canoeing, hiking and launching 
rockets. 
 


